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Abstract: Mobile AdhocNetworks (MANETs) are non-fixed 

infrastructure networks and there are so many issues with them 

because of their dynamic topology, mobile nodes, security, 

bandwidth constraints, limited battery backup etc.  Trust is an 

association, trustworthiness, reliability, and faithfulness of the 

nodes in the network. This paper discusses about the trust and 

trust computations. This paper proposes trust computation 

protocols and a TSD algorithm which determines the secure 

shortest routes. Trust is one of the ways to enhance the security 

of MANETs so this paperin turn contributes towards the 

enhancement of the security of MANETs by fusing the trust in 

TSD algorithm. 

 

Index Terms: Trust, Security, MANETs, Routing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile adhoc networks (MANETs) are the temporary 

networks formed for time being in the situations where 

ordinary networks cannot be formed. MANETs have many 

limitations i.e. lack of infrastructure, mobility of nodes, 

dynamic topology, bandwidth, security etc. MANETs can be 

secured by using cryptographic tools, key management, 

trust, and by securing the routing. Trust [1] refers to the 

faithfulness of the node which other nodes can rely on and 

use the data received from them. Trust is useful in network 

functions like routing, data aggregation, malicious node 

detection, time synchronization, reliability, trustworthiness, 

competence of nodes for some monitoring technique etc.  

A. Role of Trust in MANETs  

Trust of any node lets us feel how reliable, faithful, and 

honest is the node to its neighboring nodes. A trusted node 

always works honestly and sends correct information to its 

neighbors to do the tasks without becoming a selfish node. 

Trust can be quantified and it is adjustable or modifiable 

depending on the assessment made by its neighboring nodes. 

B. Types of Trust 

A trusted network can be modelled as a network with 

connected nodes as shown in figure (1) and every node has 

its own trust table which keeps the trust records of all its 

neighbouring nodes’ trusts.  The trust table may use 

parameters like, reliability of the node, intimacy with the 

node, honesty of the node, energy available to the node, and 

priority of the work. This trust table is varied at the time 

when some new observations regarding the neighbouring 

nodes’ trust are made. Trust can be classified in various 

categories on the basis of its computation or its ways of 

usage in working.  
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The trust can be transferred or recommended to other nodes 

[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].  A network is depicted as 

below (figure 1):  

 
    

Figure 1: A Network 

II. RELATED PREVIOUS WORK 

Trust computations [6], [24] and trust based security for 

networks is proposed [11], [21], [2], [3], [4].  MANETs’ 

issues and security concerns i.e.  data transmission security,  

key management, etc. exist.[18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].  

Trust and trust based security service discovery modelling, 

evaluation and assessment [4] are proposed.  Models ‘are 

classified in policy based, reputation based, and trusted third 

party [5]. 

Trust are computed by centralized, decentralized, 

distributed, trusted third party (TTP), and hierarchical [13] 

ways. MANETs use distributed trust management [2], [6], 

[8], [11]. 

The Trust Record: Stores the trust values and relationships. 

Relationship between parties shows that they trust each 

other and perform task. Here first party is called subject and 

second party is called the agent. The relationship is 

represented by the following notation: 

{Subject: agent, action} 

Hierarchical trust includes trust composition- the 

components of the trusted system; trust aggregation:-the 

way to gather the information for computing trust; trust 

formation- from the trust components how trust is 

established. Trust evaluation process uses the intimacy, 

honesty, energy, and usefulness of the node. A trust from 

node i to node j, is computed as below: 

Trust = w1*intimacy+w2*honesty+w3*energy+w4* 

usefulness+w5* response time+w6 residency time in other 

community 

where any weight (w) can take any value between 0 and 1 

and the summation of all weights must be equal to one and 

weights are adjusted to maximize the trust. A trust matrix 

can be formed as: 
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There are many numerical values, called trust values, for 

each relationship. Two ways to establish the trust exist. First 

is called direct trust in which subject observes the behavior 

of agent from the past experience and second subject 

receives the recommendation for the agents from other 

entities, is called indirect trust. The recommended 

relationship is written as {subject: agent, making correct 

recommendations}. Indirect trust can propagate from one 

node to another via third parties.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Our proposed work has three components. Firstly trust 

computation is done by the trust computation formula. 

Secondly trust value is checked for its maximum value in 

the group of nodes to be considered for next node. Thirdly 

shortest distance is calculated from source to concerned 

nodes. The method is pictorially depicted in figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Process Model 

A. Trust Computation Methods 

There is a single coordinator in MANETs and any node can 

become the coordinator by leader election algorithm so trust 

computation in distributed fashion is done as shown in 

figure (2). 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Trust Calculating Coordinator 

 

Trust computation is proposed in two ways: 

 

i) Two Phase Computation:Computation is decided in 

two phases only. 

 Phase-1: In this phase coordinator makes a request asking 

its neighbours regarding their trust computations for a 

node. All neighbouring nodes prepare their trust values 

and send them to the coordinator via network. 

Coordinator then finally computes cumulative trust by 

applying some evaluation methods. 

 Phase-2:  Coordinator then updates its own trust table and 

sends its recommendation to other nodes. 

ii) Three Phase Computation:It is computed in three phase. 

 Phase-1:Coordinator prepares and send trust request to 

other neighbouring nodes. Nodes calculate the trust and 

sent them to the coordinator. Coordinator then finally 

evaluates overall trust of the node. 

 Phase-2:Coordinator then stores the result in a table for a 

time being. Sends its final value to all neighbour. All 

neighbours see this value and they send yes if they agree 

on the computed trust. 

 Phase-3:If coordinator receives yes from all neighbours, 

then coordinator permanently saves the trust values in 

table. 

B. TSD Secure Algorithm 

This algorithm defines the route from source to destination 

through trusted intermediate nodes. Multipoint relays (MPR) 

are employed to forward the broadcast messages during 

flooding. The generation and reporting is done by MPRs. 

Two messages HELLO and TC (topological control) are 

used to obtain and declare information about network 

topology [3]. To find the route an algorithm is developed 

which is inspired by Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. This 

greedy algorithm always finds better route through better 

trusted nodes. Our algorithm uses the following parameters 

and data structures [16], [17]. 

The n represents number of nodes in network and v is the 

source node, dis [j], 1≤ j ≤ n which provides us the shortest 

path length from source say v to nodes j. Cost [] is an n by n 

adjacency matrix. T [] is n by n trust matrix of nodes. S [i] is 

shortest secure route. 

 

Algorithm  TSD (v,  cost, T, dist, n) 

{ 

for i=1 to  n do 

{  // initialize S and T 

S[i]= false; dist[i]= cost[v,i]; T[i]=ti; //trust table 

updation by MPR 

} 

S[v]=true; dist [v]=0  // put v in S 

forj=2 to  n    do 

{  // find n-1 routes from v choose u from among      those 

not in S suchthat dist [u] is minimum and T[u] is maximum 

S[u]=true // put u in S 

for (each w adjacent  to u with S[w]=false and T[u] is 

maximum)    do  

{// update distances and trust 

if( dist[w]>dist[u]+cost[u, w] and  tu>tw))         do 

dist[w] = dst[u]+cost[u, w]  

T[w] is maximum 

 } 

} 

} 

Method 

Trust Computation 

Check for Maximum Trust 

Determine the Shortest distances 
from source to concerned nodes 

N1 

Coordinator 

N2 
N3 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Performance Analysis of Trust Computation Methods 

Since there is a single coordinator so there would be 

problem of single point failure, congestion near the 

coordinator, overheads. The problems can be overcome by 

crash recovery of the coordinator and nodes by including the 

alternate coordinators and node failure can be overcome via 

logs of the nodes. 

B. Correctness and Complexity of the TSD Algorithm 

This algorithm first selects the source and finds the 

minimum distance from source to particular node on the 

basis of its trust. The distance and trust do update during the 

course of action and decisions are made on the basis of both 

minimum distance and trust. Therefore algorithm gives the 

correct and secure routes from source to all other nodes. The 

algorithm assigns weights and trust values to all nodes and it 

takes O (n) time. Then so is to find n-1 routes. To choose 

node u from the rest of nodes with minimum distance and 

maximum trust takes (log n) time. Overall complexity to 

update distance is O (E). Therefore the total complexity of 

the algorithm will be O ((n+|E|) log n) where E is the 

number of edges in the network.  

C. Comparison with exiting algorithms 

Other algorithms do not consider the trust of nodes as well 

in route calculations while the TSD algorithms proposed 

here computes the trust at time when decision about 

inclusion of nodes in route is made and considers this trust 

also as a main parameter in route finding decision. 

V. SOME OTHER ISSUES 

Some of the issues related to trust and their applications 

exist as below: 

A. Trust Establishment Issue 

For establishing the trust in other network it predicts the 

future behaviour and the diagnosis of security properties [7]. 

The prediction resolves the problems of assistance for 

decision making, adaptation to risk, and misbehaviour 

detection. 

B. Attacks on Trust Management System 

In network, nodes participate in various activities (routing 

etc.) with their trusted neighbours [12]. Some of the several 

attacks on the system are: 

i) Bad Mouthing Attacks: Some nodes may not be honest it 

may recommend the bad node to its neighbours. 

ii) On-off Attacks: Some nodes sometimes behave well and 

sometimes bad. 

iii) Sybil Attack and new Comer Attack: Some nodes 

can impersonate the other nodes and can manipulate the 

network operations. 

iv) Selective Behaviour Attacks: Some nodes may be 

biased also they may accept the recommendation from a 

certain group of nodes. 

C. Trust as Parameter 

The trust is utilized as one the main parameters to perform 

tasks in the networks such as routing security based on trust 

and key management. 

i) Risk Management: Risks are managed by identifying, 

analysis, and monitoring and planning for malicious nodes 

[14], [15]. There could be various risks levels depending 

on their chances to occur. 

ii) Reliability and Availability: They give the feeling of 

error free environment and are measured  by mean-time-

between-failure (MTBF): 

   MTBF=MTTB + MTTR  

 where MMR= mean-time-to repair and, MMTF: mean-

time-to-failure. Availability is the chance that information 

will be available at particular time, can be written as: 

  Availability = 
    

         
    100 % 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In MANETs, a security is one of the main burning issues 

because of its nature and the way of its working. Its security 

has many forms for enhancing i.e. trust, key management, 

IDS etc. This paper proposes a secure TSD routing 

algorithm which finds shortest distance routing based on 

nodes of maximum trust. The algorithm is described and its 

performance is measured, compared, and validated. The 

algorithm is superior because it considers both shortest 

distances as well as computed trust values of nodes in route 

findings. The algorithm determines route in O ((n+|E|) log n) 

complexity where n is the number of nodes in network and 

E represents the number of connections.  
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